What can MOMO do for workers?









MOMO can benefit your workload. It converts all the information provided by
children / young people into a report that workers can use as evidence in their assessments and reports.
It is honest and private.
Helps build a relationship between a worker and children / young people.
It is easy to use and will give children / young people another way of finding their voice if they struggle to
verbalise their feelings!
Children / Young people have more flexibility with telling their worker what is happening
without having to wait for meetings.
It is a way of contacting an IRO as well as their worker.
Young people can decide who they would like in their meetings prior to them happening.
During assessments, visits and meetings, it helps children and young
people manage those events and creates a stronger record of their wishes and feelings.

When children and young people want to share good news or want to share they did
something well with their workers, they can use MOMO to do so. It’s a gift.
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